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Hyperstone security controller S9S receives FIPS certification. 

 
Hyperstones latest security controller, the S9S, has been granted FIPS 197 for its AES encryption engine (in 

ECB, CBC and XTS modes) and FIPS-180-4 certification for its SHA2-256 hashing engine. 

 

Constance, Germany, March 9, 2023 – Today, Hyperstone announces its latest security geared controller, 

the S9S (compatible to host systems up to the SD 7.1 interface), has received two sought after security 

certifications for its hashing and AES encryption engines. The need for high-level security in the 

transmission of sensitive data and the prevention of information leakage among government agencies as 

well as private corporations using industrial-grade storage has dramatically increased in recent years. 

 

The S9S SHA2-256 hashing engine was granted the FIPS-180-4 certification and the AES encryption engine 

the FIPS 197 for both XTS and CBC modes with en/ decryption with 128 and 256-bit keys.  

 

The AES encryption standard (FIPS-197) is a cryptographic technique recommended for government and 

industrial use. AES encryption engines utilize the optimized XTS mode specifically to encrypt user data on 

the NAND flash. “This certification is integral in the design of secure storage systems such as password 

protected drives, copy protected applications, digital rights management and applications demanding 

crypto erase functionality, WORM functionality, access control, encrypted partitions and in order to apply 

for FIPS 140 certifications” adds Axel Mehnert, VP of Marketing and Strategy.   

 

While Hyperstone uses the certified SHA2-256 hashing engine in its firmware verification and secure boot 

process, the engine is also available alongside the AES engine to customers implementing firmware 

extensions with the Hyperstone API. This API enables customers to further develop a proprietary firmware 

and security capabilities of their storage design without disclosing any information. It allows designers of 

embedded systems to create truly unique, value-added products. The road to a fully certified FIPS-140 

system, requires the implementation of at least one FIPS certified algorithm. By integrating Hyperstones 

S9S controller into a storage design, one automatically meets these requirements while simultaneously 

having the added potential of the company’s API.  

  



 
 

 

About Hyperstone 

 

Hyperstone is a fabless semiconductor company based in Constance, Germany with a strong focus on world 

class flash memory controllers for industrial embedded markets. Its products set the standard for high-

reliability flash management providing confidence for NAND flash performance in mission critical 

situations. Hyperstone’s products include microcontrollers for various host interfaces and performance 

points, e.g., SATA, USB, CF/PATA, SD/microSD and eMMC. Together with the hyMap® flash translation layer 

(FTL), the hyReliability™ feature set, reference designs, health monitoring, maintenance, and production 

tools Hyperstone offers a turnkey solution for storage media integrators. Hyperstone has been part of 

Swissbit Holding AG since 2020. 

 

To learn more about Hyperstone, please visit www.hyperstone.com 
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